II.

EXPANSIONS

1. Neurs or TutNcs

AND Quet trIES

In addition to changes in its form, which
give us new words, there are two chief ways
in which a word may be made to do over-

time-by a stretch of the sense to something a littte different, or by limiting the
sense to some special sort of thing covered
by the name.
The greatest number of expansions are
formed by using the name of one thing for
the name of another which seems in some
way to be like it. Starting with that which
is nearest to.us-ourselves-we readily see
parallels between the parts of the body and
certain common things. For example,
head is used for the round top of anything ;
foot becomes the general name for a base ;

any branch or rod roughly in the position
of an arm is said to be an a'/tn' while the
all-important use of the arm in the early
days for fighting made it seem natural

a seat or bed is even clearer, and the fact
that the chest is the box where our
breathing-apparatus is kept, gives us the
more general use of. chest for box and ' chest
of drawers '. Other important expansions
in this field are mowth (atr opening), heart
(for the seat of the feelings), neck (the
narrow part of a bottle, a violin, and so on),
tooth (for anything pointed like a tooth),
and face (the side which is in front, or
before one's eyes)

.

'

Things may be like one another in a
number of different ways. The simplest
comparisons to make are those dependent
on sense qualities-size, form, sound, and
so on. Great things are frequently said to
bemowntains, small things ,babies; a number
of persons become an alrny. Plates of
steel and glass are so named because they
are flat and smooth; thinner substances,
such as paper, are leaues. A hollow is a
basin, a long thin bit of anything, a stick ;
we have cakes of soap, and even family
trees. fn much the same way the sound of
guns comes to our ears like tlrunder, and
some are more moved by the rnusic of the
river than by the music of the band.
The compilisons based on purpose or

for instruments of war to be looked upon as
longer and strong er a,rrns; the connection
between the leg of an arrimal and the leg of.

behaviour are more complex, and these
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make up the widest group. Most like one
another physically are the bodies in space
which seem to have the same behaviour

and properties as our sun and rnoott. A
breath of wind is quite like the breath we
give out, and the shoe we put on a horse's
foot is used for the same purpose as the shoes
we have ourselves. But the chain of connection is longer between the bed of a river or
a flower-bed and the bed in which we take

our rest, between the crimes for which a
man is sent to prison and the crimes of the
government, or of society, between an
automatic machine in the station and aman
who is said to be amach'inebecause he does
the same sort of thing all the time, or
between the kick of an animal and the
hick of an engine .

Going a step farther, 'fictions ' are
formed by these ' as if ' comparisons ;
that is to sa1l, things which have no
true existence are talked of as if they
were like what we see round us. It would
not be possible to take a walk in a fieldo.f.
interest, though there is somethitrg i;
common between the range of our thoughts

and a limited space ; strong though the
attraction may be which cakes have for a
small boy, he is not physicatty pulled to
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them as the nee{le is to the north ;
fireit

ideas are not fixed to anything, as a picture

-may be fixed to a page by paste ; and the

work of the church puts no weight on the
money support it is given, though the roof

of the church is certainly resting on its

supports of wood or stone.
certain names of qualities give us another
group of words which have an even more
complex connection with the quarities they

are said to be like, the comparison being
dependent on our reactions to the things oi

which they are used. what is there in
common between a bitter taste and a bitter
experience, a cold day and a cold, look, a
smooth floor and smooth words, a bright
colour and a bright face ? Most of us have
as little desire for a second bitter experience as we have to take a second bitter

fruit ; cold looks make our behaviour stiff

in much the same way as a cold

day

makes our muscles stiff ; smooth words
are as kind to our feelings as a smooth
flqor is to our feet ; we are made as happy
by a bright face as we are by a brigtrt
colour. Only psychology is able to give
a complete answer as to why these expansions come naturally in such a number of
languages,

but the comparisons may be
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ofsomehelpinpointingouttheconnections we have been talking about'
the
We now come to a grouP in which
for
connection is based on a tendency
a"
have
to
things which have one quality
in
second. Cheap things are frequently
badtaste,sothingswhichareinbadtaste
a high
are said to be cheap, even though

them'

The

for
fri.. may have been given
less hard it is
the
is
act
an
complex
i.r,
us little

to do, an,il so acts which give

trouble are said to be simPle'
on
Not all expansions of sense are based
example'
For
the relation of like to like'
be used
the name of a feeling or thing may

for its cause, as wiitr
pleasure,

a'greernent'

arnuset/Lent, comfort,

Or the name of

a

by
thing *"1i U. used for the process
addition'
in
as
which it is Produced'

A third group of this
of the
sort is formed by the expansion
bruslt,,
as
such
use,
name of a thing io its

bwitd,ing, d,iscoaery'

sa'il, whistle.
Sometimes,

a thing which is Part of ?
it' A
greater thing gives its name to
on Paper'
number of letters when put down

which we send to
from towns
come
who
someone ; those
much right
as
have
London or Tokyo

in order, make a" letter
rike

to say that England or Japan is the
country of their birth as farmers living in
the country of fields and woods ; and when
a number of men get together to do something they become one body in the eyes
of the law.
A little different is the expansion of the
name of a substance to something which
is commonly formed out of it, a glass for a
drinking-vessel, an iron for a dress-iron,
tin for a tin box or pot, and so on.

a

Last of all, there are a number of expansions based on true connections, which do
not, however, go into any group. Most of
these are, happily, quite simple. Examples

ora,nge, which give their
name to their colour, rel,ation for a person
in a family relation, force for somethittg
which has force, library for the books
which go in a library. Not quite so simple

ere gold and

are Spring and FaIl for the times of year
before and after summer, a note in music
for a sound in'a scale, (the) rest for what

is in addition. It takes a little more

thought, or knowledge of the history of
words to see the connection between
the point of a pin and the point of
a story, between the plane which makes
wood smooth and the plane of an
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airplane, between the frame of a picture and the frame of a structure, or
between being without doubt and of a
certain (but unnamed)

sort. If they have

languaS€, the
learner will probably be wisest to get these
last expanrionr by heart and keep his
questions till a later stage'
A special use is different from an expansion because it gives a word a nalTower,
not a wider, sense. special uses are formed
when a bit of a substance used for a purpose

no parallel in his natural

is covered by the name of the substance.
In this way we get a card, a chalk, a cloth,
apaper, when a thing becomes important
in our experience it is generally given a.
separate name from its group' We have'
for example, shoes and boots, watches and
clocks. But sometimes the special need
is only responsible for the development of
a,p"iirl or.. A ball, if no other details

are given, is abatl, for sport, a business man
makes trade his chief business, a iwdge is a

representative of the law, a stamf is &
post office stamp, and the pictures are the
motion-pictures. with some words, however, their special use is not their most
important orr.. A cwrtain on the stage is
r.rot as important as the curtains in our
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houses, though it is The Curtain ; and most
of us have less to do with the gl,oaes of the
fighter than we have with the gloves which

keep out the cold.
So far, w€ have given attention only to
the expansions and special uses of words

in their root form. But the addition of
the -ar, -ing, and -ed endings frequently
makes new expansions and special uses
possible. A certain number of these give
us words which are necessary in the Basic
system. A list may be of use. First,
among the expansions, we have clothing,
crying, facing, mouing, noted,, painting,
parting, playing, rubber, training, united,
working. Some of the most important
special uses are : actor, dwster, feeler,
gripping, keeper, maker, producff, sail,or
shocked, stopper, stretcher, used.

Quite a number of words have no special
use and no expansion. Some have only a
special use or only an expansion ; and
though no word may have more than one
if there were rnore we
might get mixed between them, it may
special use, because

have any number of expansions. For
example, starting with the idea of a law
as a man-made rule, it is then used for a
general statement of fact, the system of
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laws in society, and the men responsible

for putting these laws into effect. Again,

a line, from being a long mark, comes to be

used for the distance between two points,
things side by side like houses in a street,
a railway, and a bit of cord. With a little
experience, this sort of word will not give

trouble ; the sense is made clear by what
is being talked about.
Among the names of qualities some have

a different sort of expansion in their use
as names of things. These are :
acid, chief , chemical, cold, com,plex, cu,t,
dark, elastic, equal, fat, female, first, flat,
fwture, goad(s), hollow, l,ast, liaing, mala,

natural, , opposite, parallel, past, present, pubIic , quiet, right, safe, sa'rne , second , secret, soliil

sweet, waiting, utet, uro%g, young, and the
colour words used as names of Things.

Questlons and Examples

What are the special uses of cuwant,
rail', ring ? (electric current, railway

engine,
engine,

ongine rail, finger ring). You might make a list
. of any other Basic words which have a special

ln your experlence.
Give the expansions of the words in sloping
print from their use in these examples : The door
has a new coat of paint ; fear of change was
responsible for a government of reaction; some
u8o

men are not happy in the soc'iety of women

;

the girl puts qoli+ onher-n_ails ;.tbeyhave put a
new wing on to the school-building. Do you see
how the words get a different sense ? (These ideas
may be a help. A door is covered by paint as a
man is by a coat ; a government of reaction is not
unlike the small boy whose reaction to being
put into deep water is to have a reaction against
anything new ; society is formed of a number of
persons together, and when two or three are
together they are part of a small society formed
by themselves ; uncut finger nails get long and
pointed like the nails used by the joiner ; the
side parts of a building sometimes give the idea
of the outstretched wings of a bird).
If you fave got -th* different groups of
expansions into your head, you will be able to
say into which group these words go : inaention,
iumf , stage, stiff , deep, horn, net, stAr. Where
would you put humouy and wash ?
In what branch of work is ind,ustry urost
valued ? (Among those who make things.
That is why we talk of Trade and, Ind,ustryl.
What is the connection between a serious

person and a serious eaent
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